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CUNY Budget Faces Cuts:
A.nother Tuition Increase Expected
• • • Tara McGann • • •
The City University of New York is facing mid-year state
budget cuts of anywhere from $13 to $23 million based
upon three state legislative proposals to balance New York
state's hUdget deficit of $825 million. Governor Cuomo; s
last minute decision on December 20 not to seek the presidency Hl~ant the New York State Assembly and Senate did
not ha,~ ·to immediately agree upon a deficit reduction
plan. Nevertheless, the Governor has called both the assembly and senate back into session, insisting they agree
upon a 15 month deficit reduction plan this week.
Currently, all the deficit reduction proposals call for
drastic cuts to CUNY, SUNY and the state's primary and
secondary schools. CUNY, however, is being forced to
absorb proportionally more of the cuts than SUNY.
CUNY Chancellor Ann Reynolds has estimated that $13
million in budget cuts from the state would mean the loss
of 6,000 class sections for the senior colleges. These proposed mid-year cuts of $13 to $23 million do not include
mid-year cuts to the community colleges of a probable
$900,000, as the budget for the senior colleges and graduate programs come from New York state, while the community colleges are funded by New York City. The New
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These further cuts have been proposed while CUNY
is still reeling from $74 million dollars in cuts made last
year to CUNY's 1991-92 budget.
The 1992-93 budget news for CUNY already looks
bad; the current information is that there will potentially
be $20 million in further cuts from CUNY's operating
budgets and a $500 a year tuition hike that would increase
the annual tuition at CUNY to $3,000. This would represent nearly a 100% increase in tuition from the 1990-91 to
1992-93 school year. The tuition hik!; to SUNY will raise
it to $4000 a year; SUNY's Chancellor has .said that
budget cuts to SUNY might force the closing of three
campuses: Cobleskill, Farmingdale and Purchase.
While the proposed $20 million in cuts to CUNY on
top of a $500 tuition hike is the proposal from the Republican controlled state senate, and therefore offers the worst
case scenario, CUNY will definitely face caUs for further
cuts and a tuition increase. Certain legislators are trying to
make the tuition increase a done deed by calling for the
increase to be mandated by the state rather than proposed
by the state and voted upon by the CUNY Board of Trustees. In the budget cuts over the last several years.the state

With CUNY's budget reduced to a skeletal structure, the purported liberal Democrat Mario Cuomo
and the New Yorl< State legislature now propose to
remove its bones. Though the CUNY administration still locates the final effect of the cuts in the
future, we have already moved beyond that point.
The cuts have already adversely and drastically
~ffected access and the quality of higher education; now it is time to ask the question of how long
CUNY can last, or what it will be reduced to. The
yearly budget cuts come from the operating budgets which are needed to run this university. If five
years ago the governor said $200 million would be
taken out of the CUNY budget, the city would have
been up in arms, but the current apathy has
evolved due to the public's acceptance of austerity-think and persistent and debilitating cuts which
continue in drips and drabs. We no longer blink at
$20 million dollar cuts. Over the last couple of
York City Council bad originally proposed $5.6 million in has presented CUNY with the amount that CUNY has to
years tuition has doubled. These cuts and tuition
hikes .continue ihe planned shrinkage.of tbe City• • mid-year cuts to the c~mmunity colleg~,J,ut the.Chancel- -.CJJtJi:.o!D-J.ts..,.b_udgeJ...,an_d_'!ith proP,.<>sals_for Juitipn in- _
lor responded by saying that the spring admissions of creases. CUNY then presents the campuses with the
and State university systems and shrinkage of the
I 0,000 community college students would be delayed- a amount they have to cut from their budgets, curiously
state's professed commitment to quality higher
gambit
similar to the Board of Trustees' threat this sum- phrased as the amount they will "contribute."
~ucation. Cuts to education have been incorpomer
to
shut New York City Tech and John Jay if city
Our current fiscal budget for 1991-92 was determined
rated as part of a general fiscal policy.
money
wasn't
restored.
The
resulting
outrage
and
confuover
the summer; the decision over the state budget was
We are fast approaching the point where camsion
of
thousands
of
students
was
credited
with
knocking
delayed
last spring because of arguments over what to cut
puses will close and the CUNY student body will
down
the
the
City
Council's
proposed
cuts
to
under
$1
and
by
how
much, and protest from those being cut. Ordibe drastically reduced. At that point proposals to
million
and
the
rescinding
of
the
threat.
- -cominuisiin p.
merge SUNY and CUNY and phase-out certain
CUNY features like open-admissions will be defrom which they were
On December
scribed as "reasonable" and ''fiscally responsible"
drawn. For many of
4th at ;Lehman
by the daily newspaper sycophants who de facto
the auditors present, it
College,
the
work for MAC and Lazard Freres hitman, Felix
was useless to know
CUNY adminiRohatyn. The trajectory from Wall Street to 80th
that "some of' the stustration gave its
street is direct, and no one should fool themselves
dent body had an
first public fofor a minute that our board of Trustees and gov"average" GPA of 1.9, and that "another part" had an
rum
to
discuss
the
College
Preparedness
Initiative
(CPI),
a
ernment are our friends. The intentions of these
plan to institute tougher graduation requirements at all the "average" GP A of 2.7, unless one knew the gross numbers
Finance Capitalists are antithetical to· a democratic
CUNY colleges. Dean Ronald Berkman, chosen by Chan- of the averaged groups, and how many of the group with
institution such a·s CUNY. Recently, the Daily
cellor Reynolds to publicize the CPI plan, spoke at a one- "average" failing GPAs actually had GPAs in the As and
News editorialized against CUNY, calling for its
hour slide show forum which he claimed would present "a Bs. When these absences were pointed out to Dean Berkbudget to be cut, and demagogically denouncif19
very compelling case" for the institution of the CPI. Rather man, he said that the raw numbers would back up his
lazy and overpaid professors who teach courses of
than being persuaded by the statistics, however, many of claims, but the only figure he gave was that the data were
"questionable academic value". Though CCNY
the Lehman faculty voiced doubts about Berkman' s statis- drawn from a group of 6,000 students. One professor of
Professor Leonard Jeffries is undoubtedly the bait
tical claims and about the logic behind the CPI plan in mathematics responded to Berkman's presentation by sayhere, even our most conservative faculty ·should
general. Berkman argued that since many students who go ing, "Any student who brought this as an argument in a
fear the scrutiny of ·an anti-intellectual and violent
on to college have taken college preparatory classes, the paper would have to flunk! Correlation does not mean
fascism which has seized the rhetorical high
way to improve college perfonn.ance is to require students cause and effect! Just because you have a correlation, you
ground. The previously unspeakable word, recan't go on and say requiring all of those credits is going to
to take more college preparatory courses in high school.
continues on p. 2
--------------------------Several of the faculty who dis- make students succeed in college. . . Everybody who
puted Berkman's conclusions were works with data knows that, and I'm surprised that you
professors of mathematics. They throw this out as your most important point."
Berkman conceded that there was always "some decomplained that the data was misgree
of doubt" in interpreting the meaning of a statistical
leading and that the administration
correlation,
but he pointed out that no matter what it
was far from establishing a causal
relationship between high school means, the correlation exists.
The faculty also complained that the statistics tried to
preparatory courses and success in
oversimplify
complex socioeconomic factors. One statiscollege. Berkman acknowledged
their concerns but stated that he tic in particular seemed open to such criticism - a 1990
thought the data he presented were study of the entire American population which correlates
taking high school geometry with enrollment in college.
fully compelling.
The faculty also complained The national data contrast the 82% of the Latino/a students
that Berkman failed to accompany who went on to college and took high school geometry
continues on p. 12
his statistics with the real numbers
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==-~ard Prepares to Enact
Cjw Anti-Protest By-Laws
Ronald B. McGuire
Th
Board of Trustees is poised to
e e er fundamental revision of the
· Ii nary ru les m
· order to
u nae•.
:,lS1ty •s di sc1p
..,Jhmtee harsh penalties for participants
in future stu_dent protests. The most sweeping revi.sion o( CUNY disciplinary. procedures in twenty-two years features proposals calling fQr the ~irtual abo\ition .of the
curre11t student-faculty disciplinary committees, the enactment of mandatory sentencing guidelines and the empowerment
of the Chancellor or the,Chancellor's .designees to summarily suspend students and
initiate _di~cipijnary procequres without
consulting college authorities. Hearing
procedures.will.be revised to make.it more
diffi<;ult for. stu~e9ts to defend- themselves
against .disciplinary charges, ,sludent governments would be precluded from paying
for the defense of student activjsts and provisions aimed at protecting students against
self-incrimination and guaranteeing the
right to counsel at.pre-hearing proceedings
would be.eliminated.
The current disciplinary rules and procedures were enacted in 1969, several
months after the Black.and Puerto Rican
students who led the historic student strike
at City College that won open admissions
throughout CUNY were granted amnesty
by the City College faculty and administration. Except for minor amendments, the
university-wide rules and procedures.
adop~d in response to the 1969 Open
Admissions strike (the "Henderson Rules")
have~mained in forcp since t)lat time.
The current proposed changes ·in the
disciplinary procedures come in the aftermath of last spring' s protests in which
thousands of CUNY students resorted to
civil disobedience in an attempt to preserve
open admissions and to protect the ability
of the university to fulfill its educational
mission. Desptce-calls.by Chancellor W.
Ann Reynolds for suspension or expulsion
of last spring's student protestors, only one
student of the almost two hundred protestors who were cited for disciplinary violations was suspended. At a number of
campuses college presidents reached
agreements with student protestors and

community leaders providing that no penalties would be assessed against the students (although the Chancellor's office refused to allow the agreements to use the
word "amnesty"). At other campuses students successfully argued at disciplinary
hearings. that their acts of civil disobedience were legally justified.
_The Chancellor repeatedly expressed
her frustration at the failure of college authorities to impose severe penalties on student protestors. · Following the agreement
made with student protestors by. Lehman
College -President Ricardo Fernandez, the
Chancellor reportedly convened an-emergency meeting of College presidents to
criticize the Lehman agreement and announce that. there. would be no .further
agreements with studentprotestors without
approval of the General Counsel's office.
Despite the hard line taken by the
Chancellor's office, the.students successfully argued that their actions were legally
justified ·at hearings. at LaGuardia, Bronx
Community. and York ,Colleges and no
students at any of those schools were suspended.
Alarmed by the willingness of the academic communities at the CUNY colleges
to empathize with the student protestors,
the General Counsel, with input from the
Chancellor and her counsel, prepared the
current proposed by-law amendments in an
attempt to remove control of the disciplinary process from the college.presidents,
students and faculty., and.to-centralize control with the central,CUNY administration
in an attempt to guarantee that future student protestors will be treated more severely.
Abolition of the Student-Faculty Disciplinary Committees
The student-faculty disciplinary committees would be virtually abolished under the
proposed by-laws and replaced by a chairperson, who would function as an administrative judge appointed by the college
president with a jury panel of two students
and two faculty who would be excluded
from participating in any decisions by the

chairperson regarding procedure, evidence
or sentencing. The chairperson could be a
member of the administrative staff and
could be a faculty or staff member (but not
a student) from another campus. The bylaw appears to anticipate the appointment
of a few circuit judges to preside over disciplinary proceedings at various campuses.
The central concept unifying the various proposed by-law changes is the abandonment of the longstanding practice treating student discipline as an internal matter
relegated to the colleges and their faculty
and student communities. The proposed
amendments call for a centralized CUNY wide disciplinary process establishing
prosecutorial authority in the Chancellor's
office. with rigid sentencing guidelines and
provision a quasi-professional judiciary.
The current by-laws provide for committees composed• of three students and
three faculty with .r-ehairperson who can be
a student or a faculty member. All members of ·the committee are currently selected from panels"~hich are elected by the
student body or the faculty governing body
at each college. All major questions regarding evidence or procedure are decided
by the entire committee, which also determines the sentence for any student convicted of an offense. Any ruling of the
chair may be appealed to the entire committee. Historically, student-faculty disciplinary committees have reflected the notion that the academic community is fundamentally capable of and responsible for
policing itself. The ultimate appellate authority has been the college presidents,
except in instances where the penalty assessed is expulsion or suspension for more
than one term.
Under, the proposed amendments to
Article 15, the chairperson would rule on
all questions regarding evidence or admissibility as well as imposing sentence in
accordance with the mandatory guidelines
promulgated by the General Counsel's office. The role of the student and faculty
committee members is reduced to voting
on the guilt or innocence of a defendant,
after hearing the evidence deemed admissible by the chairperson.
The proposed by-laws provide that the
chairperson shall decide all questions regarding the impartiality of committee
members or adequacy of notice. This erecontinues on p. 6
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trenchment, and the code of David
Duke are a part of our immediate future;
It is entirely possible that the
Graduate Center will be phased out or
at least that some Ph.D. programs will
be eliminated. There are many forces
that would like to see the Graduate
Center closed, combining anti-intellectual fascism and recession politics. As
we already know, it is possible that
academic standing will be used to cull
the herd at the Graduate Center. Still,
now more than ever we have to unite to
fight the cuts, taking a principled and
unwavering stand, joining with SUNY
to fight for public higher education. Recently, and at the behest our our campus administratior:i, students were
brought into the budget, negotiation
situation. While we applaud· this unprecedented action taken by our president, Francis Degen Horowitz, the central administration must wholeheartedly and sincerely include the entire
CUNY community: 200,ooostudents,
faculty, staff, and alumni to stop CUNY
budget reductions. In order to finally
succeed we cannot stand alone, for
practical purposes and principle, but
must join with other progressive foces
and form a pro-city and pro-social services alliance, rather than fancying that
we can play back-room influence peddling. Let the administration join with
the struggle or be caught in the crossfire.

Andrew Long, Tara McGann, Michael
Waldron

City Council Calls on State
to Pick Up CUNY Funding
By Ian McGowan
Student Leader News Service

NEW YORK CITY- The Speaker of the
New York City Council, Peter Valone, released a four year fiscal plan this week, that
called for, among other things, transferring
additional funding responsibilities for the
City University to the State.
Valone's proposed budget suggested
that the state should pick up the funding for
the associate degree programs at New York
City Technical College and John Jay College of Criminal Justice, which were almost forced to close due to a lack of funding this summer. He also recommended·
that the state restore four year status and
funding to Medgar Evers College .
Currently, CUNY' s four year colleges
are funded by New York State, while community colleges are funded by New York
City. According to the New York Times,
the City Council "proposes several ways to
ptune city services." e>ne pruning measure
would be that "The Council would transfer
the City University td tl1e state." •
"We would stongly support a program
that would tranfer funding (of CUNY Associate degree programs. at four year
schools) to the state" said CUNY press
spokesperson Rita Roden, " CUNY is important to the city because it is directed by
the city. (The State) might not have the
same sensitivity to the needs of CUNY students."
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Around & About The Center
At press time, Professor Bergad, a notable
Latin Americanist, will be offering an independent study course in Latin American
History for Spring 1992, in the History
Department. The course will be on the historiography ofLatin America and the Caribbean from the Pre-Columbian period to
the present. Professor Bergad, a Department Chair at Lehman, will be teaching
this independent study course without pay.
All interested students should speak with
Betty Einerman, the program assistant for
History.

program's part, only one candidate was
actually interviewed for the position. Furthermore, when he declined the appointment offer, the department abandoned its
"extensive" search. Half-hearted attempts
like this have frustrated students in the
department who support and seek a multicultural education, which, ironically, is
available at the history departments of
NYU or Columbia for $10,000 a year, but
not avaihlble at the Graduate Center, the
only school whichrtw.orking-class New
Yorkers can afford t<l{altend.
In response to anientrenched department bureaucracy, this-fall the Committee
for Latin American History (CLAH, a
multi-racial group) was formed, in order to
break down the department's clear "EuroNorth American" hegemony. While some
feel the push for Latin American History is
too limited, the committee argues that this
specific fight is only,a first site of struggle.
Indeed, the committee has stated that this is
the first of "a series of attempts at making
the academy more responsive to students,
and the larger community it serves."
Specifically, this semester the committee circulated petitions around the department demanding that immediate
changes be made in course offerings which

tory should be taught
•ng '92. Furthermore, a committee wa
ed to examine the question of a depart
mitment to Latin American Risto
Feingold'smotion). However, none o
s
actually means that courses in this area wi
be offered, for the department at every turn
the rear guard and the progressive profes- tries to drag it's feet at implementation·, citsors. From the latter group, Prof. Laird ing bureaucratic reasons for maintaining
Bergad circulated a scathing memo the status quo.
throughout the CUNY system, which
On December 10th, the proposal sufstrongly condemned the department's poor fered a setback when the Executive Comtrack record, and charged that there is a mittee (which consists of 9 senior white
pattern of discrimination against students male faculty representatives), decided to
who are interested in Latin American His- the kill the initiative by voting to "study"
tory. At recent meetings of the Curriculum the issue of Latin American History. As far
Committee and Executive Committee, as the Stein resolution was concerned, the
other faculty have sided with the students ruling group, led by Prof. Trefousse (the
in favor of 1he proposed Latin American same professor who verbally attacked the
History component.
only black student in an earlier meeting),
This project culminated Decembet·3rd moved to table "all discussion" on iniplemwith a highly charged departmental meet- entation of a Latin America History before
ing concerning the future of Latin Ameri- the opposition (CLAH) could mount a
can History in the program. One professor count~rattack.
described this as the "most confrontational
In short, through the use of the worst
departmental meeting in over 20 years.i• authoritarian tactics, the department was
At this meeting·, the rear ·guard professors able to prevent the general· will of the stuwere so irate about the possibilities ·tif dents from being implemented. Graduate
change, coupled with the possibility -that School students should recognize that ortheir fiefdoms were being questioned, that· derly and respectful behavior at departthey lashed out in anger against advocates mental meetings will get you nowhere:-for Latin American History. One CLAH Unfortunately, this academy, like mast inmember, the only person of color in the stitutions, only responds to direct action.
room of 60 people, was verbally attacked So much for the niceties of open discourse!
by a professor, and almost thrown out of
Currently, the entire question of comthe meeting by school security. From this pliance with the "Stein resolution" is being
attack, one can only conclude, that some held up by the program's own retrograde

to recruit a faculty person of color ( of

include Latin American History and fulfill

departmental {eactionaries. will simply re-

Executi.ve Committee.

which there are-very few on-Ole faculty and
in the department student body, and none
in positions of authority) to teach Latin
American History. Although this apparently indicates a sincere interest on the

the-claims-of~its•iiterature (whichnis de-·
signed to make the department look "nonracist" on paper - see the Graduate School
bulletin). In addition to petitions, professors were wooed in order to split between

sort to,scapegoating·,anyone ·who-has-'the
guts to stand up against them.
Despite this confrontational meeting,
the department agreed in principle to Prof.
Judy Stein's motion: Latin American His-

GS UC History Progr~ may• n<?t reco_gnize
its student:, demands, history will.

While the struggle for a "multi-cultural" curriculum raged through the
1980's, the History program at the Graduate Center has resisted this progressive
trend in American education. The department has even ignpred calls from faculty
member Arthur' Schlesinger, Jr., that
"much ,more minority history should be
integrated into the general curriculum'' and
does not offer courses which cover entire
regions such as Africa, Asia, and Latin
America. Moreover, even within American history courses, the department's socalled strong point, the historical experiences of people of color, women, and gays
and lesbians have been relegated · to the
margins and effectively degraded.
Though students and professors have
made diplomatic attempts in the past to
diversify the curriculum, the department
has remained intransigent, only paying lipservice to these requests. An example ,of
this lip-service was the Spring '90 attempt

Join the PSC !
AP~rt Timers Update
... Ron Hayduk ...
Part Timers United (PTU), the organization for CUNY
adjuncts rights had its first general meeting since the
spring 1991 semester on Friday, December 6th. Over
forty adjuncts attended the meeting, held in SCIO at the
Graduate Center. The precarious state ofCUNY's fate as
it weathers the current budgetary crisis is what prompted
the PTU members to reorganize and plan a course of action.
PTU originally was formed in 1983 as the PartJimers
Union in order to respond to the lack of leadership on the
part of the CUNY faculty union, the Professional Staff
Congress (PSC). This lack of leadership has ~ especially evident with regard to issues that affect adju4cts and
graduate assistants. In 1983, and then again in 1~86, the
PTU launched campaigns to challenge the PSC's~right to
represent adjuncts and graduate assistants in the collective
bargaining process. These campaigns, though not successful in dislodging the PSC bureaucracy, did manageto
score a couple of points: it served to politicize the exploitation of adjuncts in the CUNY community, and it helpe4Jo
bring to light the wl1)'s in which the- PSC neglects more
than half of the bargaining unit, i.e. adjuncts and graduate
assistants. ¥ere ~oncr(tely, as,a Q!Su)t Qf PTU p~ssure
d\IDng the 119&6.,campaign, quitlifying requirements for
adjunct health benefits were negotiated down to two
courses for two consecutive semesters in the same college,
whereas previously an adjunct needed to teach two courses
for ten consecutive semesters in the same department before qualifying.
The 1986 incarnation of the PTU was active until
0

activities.

juncts re-constituted the Part-Timers Union as Part-Tim.ers United. The new goals of this reconstituted group was
to use the,PTU's constituency to transform the PSC, by
joining it rather than trying to certify a new union for parttimers..Iris no easy task to get adjuncts to join th'e PSC
since many have bitter feelings towards its leadership. But
adjuncts need a voice and the best way to get it was to join
the union and vole. Since the PSC has a rule requiring
dues paying members to be signed up at least 5 months
before the ballots for union elections·are counted, the PTU
had only a short period of time to convince adjuncts to join
the PSC \lefore the upcoming spring electioµs. In just a
few weeks they signed up hundreds of adjuncts, but this
was not enough to affect the spring elections.
Now, with the budget for CUNY looking grimmer
than ever, with the contract negotiations for faculty still up
in the air, and with the prospect of massive layoffs, we
must ensure that the top heavy leadership of the union that
purports to be negotiating on behalf of us, will protect our
interests, artd strongly advocate alternatives to retrenchment. So. the PTU, once again, has begun to ~eor_ganize

Sti\\, \hou\!,h the

Michael Scott Weinstein is a doctoral student in History.

itself.
At the December 6th meeting the PTU agreed to continue the campaign to sign up adjunols1Ufc1graouafeassistants to the PSC. This policy is based on the belief that as
'voting members we <,:ar1 have an impact on union J><?licy. If
·adjuncts. and graduate. assistants became -dues paying
members and voted as a bloc we would-be the predominant
.force within the PSC. Thus, it was decided at the meeting
to focus energy on a few campuses which are having elections this spring and have the most likelihood of being
successfully organized. Som~ Jfltmb<;rs questioned tl)e
\egality of th~ 5.mQnth m~Qlbersl:!ip requirement before
being eligible to vote in union elections. This is being
investigated.
Several committees were formed, among them, a
committee to organize graduate assistants, a newsietier
committee, a liaison committee, a committee to investigate and report on the status of health insurance for 'parttimers, and a committee Jo organize an electronic7mail
communication network for PTU members.
They also set up a schedule of meetings to be held at
the Graduate Center in room SCIO for the Spring se.mester. A strategy meeting will be held on January 17th to
plan for the Spring general meetings, which will be: held
on February 21st, March 20th, and May 1st in·SCIO,.
The PTU chose new leaders at the December 6lh
meeting. Vincent Tirelli, a graduate assistant at Br<X?klyn
College and an adjunct at John Jay, is the new president;
Alpetta 1"{. prossipan, an adjunct a~ Borough of Manhattan
Community College, is the new vice-president; and Harry
Cason, an adjunct at the College of Staten Island, is the
new treasurer. If you would like to participate, join, or
provide other assistance (monetary) call: (718) 846-8676
or.(212} 83~-1374.
..

Ron Hayduk is a long-standing member of the PTU and a
doctoral student in the PhD. program in Political Science.
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Letters & Commentary
Comgr~r Center Management Crashes and Burns
/

To th,.Aditor:
I write to you as a long-tenn and regular
user of the computer center facilities. In
these over-heated rooms on the third floor.
students work and exchange stories, and
friendships fonn. The computer center is
also a site where we fulfill an important
step in the educational process. Papers are
written and printed, final copies of dissertations produced. data entered and analyzed.
and communication with other universities
established. Everyone is always under
pressure there, and deadlines are never far
off. Yet, students get what they need with a
minimal amount of aggravation to themselves and others. Now. however, chaos
has intruded into the system. with its retinue of insensitivity. carelessness, negligence, damage, and destruction.
The other day, I was trying to print
several pages of a paper which I had painstakingly typed at home over the weekend.
All the IBM-type machines which use my
kind of old-fashioned diskettes were already taken. When one, which was connected to a free printer finally became
available, the printer turned out to be broken, and I had to endure lengthy, boring
explanations about the lack of progress
made in getting it repaired. Next. to me,
another student spent seven hours printing
a Macintosh document without success,
while the next day it printed in five min-

utes.Problems abound. Students often-lose '
money in the vendacard machine and in the
laser printers while reimbursement takes
too much time. People also lose time and
their composure, frustrated at the constant
shifting around of computers, keyboards,
and printers. Again, there are regularly at
least two or three printers broken. When
machines are installed no one knows
how to operate them. The noise and generally unpleasant atmosphere make it difficult to concentrate. The Computer Center
has been closed several times this semester
during nonnally scheduled hours. The
consultant staff seems completely overworked, although there are as many of
them listed as there used to be in previous
years; some lose patience with inexperienced students and, what, is worse, sometimes give wrong infonnation. Also, the
number of computer classes has decreased.
As is often the case in badly run, machineoriented environments, the maintenance of
the machines, when done, prevails over the
care for people. In this disastrous situation,

new

the waste of time. paper, equipment and
human resources indicates incompetence
in the management of the computer center,
an incompetence which is unacceptable in
these times of scarce budget resources.
The Graduate Center is not a business,
and thus business practices, especially bad
ones which do not function, must be eradicated. Neither does the Graduate Center
simply provide a service: it is about education. learning. and research, and there are
and should be many different ways of
achieving these common goals. Students
are not the generaliy annoying, and irresponsible body of potential troublemakers,
as they are considered to be by some ignorant administrators. We are human beings
undergoing an intense and prolonged period of Ph.D induced stress. Without us
these administrators would be without ·
jobs, and thus without the opportunity to
practice their defective skills. Students at
the Graduate Center study and do quality
work, under financial and psychological
conditions that these same administrators
could not sustain for a semester. Empty
words and explanations showered down
from the upper levels of the administrative
hierarchy may temporarily cover faults, but
they cannot replace necessary action. The
computer center is one place where such
action is presently required.

Name withheld by request.

Misguided LiberalsTo the Editor:
This is to reply to your article on xenophobia in Germany. My parents are Jewish
and suffered in a Nazi concentration during
WW2.
The reason many .Germans do not
want foreigners is because their country,
like France and England, suffers from bad
unemployment, inflation, and poverty.
In America million people are unemployed with millions who have stopped
looking for work. It's insane to allow foreigners to America, France, or Germany
when their own citizens are suffering.
Your article is a typical [example of]
liberal, misguided compassion for immigrants. Many of these "refugees" are economic refugees looking to make money.
This is why Hong Kong just expelled thousands of Vietnamese economic refugees,
which a lot of countries regularly do.

Eric N. Kerner.New York,N.Y.
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The Advocate welcomes oil letter.;
and ,article submissions. · Letters
should be brief. The Advocate will
withold the identity of Yetter writers if
requested, though all letters. must
be signed. Articles should be single
spaced, no longer than 25CX) words;
the Advocate will no longer accep_t
contributions unless on o computer
disk. The editors reserve the right to
refuse and edit all submissions.

Administration Sides
Against Staff Member

Rights for the Literate

To the editor:

To the Editor:

To members of our community I will provide a detailed account of the following:
Over the past year there was weekly
and frequent defacement, distortion, and
covering over or taking down of various
politically progressive-left-liberal postings
on a number of public Graduate Center
bulletin boards. Such acts are in violation
of my, yours, and all others' rights to property, freedom of conscience, speech, and
assembly; they are violations of our constitutional civil rights - an attack on the
sanctity of the University Center as an in-•
stitution and a comiliunity. This violence,
aimed at m~ in particular, has resulted in
ongoing disruption~ my life and work
routines, the destruatron of much of my
life-time, and my subjection to much
physical and psychological stress and
strain. Furthermore, it is clear from the
nature of the acts of the perpetrator(s), as
well as from the political content of the innumerable defacements, that the perpetrators (I've reason the believe there is more
than one) are fascistic individuals.
On September 12, I saw one man take
down two or three of five of my postings on
a 16th-floor bulletin board; he complacently stated to me that he did so and
later restated this in front of Victor
Caligiuri, Security Supervisor, and a guard;
the only postings, from out of a board full
of notices, taken down were mine; and
while the defacements and har~sment ·of
me and others took place almost daily for
nearly a year, there have been no reoccurences of ,these acts of abuse since 9/12.
I conducted myself perfectly properly
on 9/12. Mr. Caligiuri rightly identified the
fascistic interloper whom I caught in the
act. However, not only are the GSUC authorities (including the Dean for Student
Affairs) unwilling to properly investigate,
expose, and discredit the 9/12 perpetrator,
they have made a decision to side with him
against me, an 11-year GSUC worker who
has put tremendous amounts of work into
this institution and community, as numerous people here know.
With·her Nov. 7 document to psychiatrist Stanley Brodsky, Yosette Jones
Johnson, the GSUC's Executive Director
for Human Resources, has systematically
lied in order to be able to portray me in the
worst (and unfairest) of ways. On
Veteran's Day I produced a point-by-P.9int
refutation of her tissue of lies. As I have
written before, there is going to be no
"leave of absence" with concomitant "psy-

I sympathize with Izabella Filipiak (POV
October) who failed to convince CUNY
that her Masters degree from Gdansk
should suffice for entry into the Ph.D program. However, I suggest that she ain't
seen nuttin' yet.
I had about the same response when I
suggested to the N.Y. Board of Elections
that an Oxford degree should rate the same
exception from literacy tests as a U.S. High
School Diploma. I failed dismally (the
convincing not the test). They were
equally, and perhaps more justifiably, dubious of my then status as a law student as a
ground for exemption ans! I was.required to
read aloud a chunk of the State
Constitution.
On reflection Ms. Filipiak may find
her experience broadening. I certainly did.
Reading New York's Constitution greatly
enhanced my skepticism about the value of
law studies, voting, and literacy too.

Brian A. Jones, Brooklyn, N.Y.
chiatric treatment," rather, there is going to
be a full-scale legal offensive brought by
me against our "authorities". I charge them
with gross malfeasance. It was many
weeks ago that I asked Associate Provost
Geoffrey Marshall and President Frances
Degen Horowitz to take an interest in this
major matter, but both have chosen to allow "Hum~n Resources" to proce.ed
against me and the stress and strain to con-

tinue, and they have not bothered to give
me even the courtesy of a reply to my request for their consideration.
Who is the September 12 perpetrator
of the criminal acts against me and the
GSUC community? Is he a student here?
Has he acted alone, or with others?
Why is it that that our authorities have
cooperated with the 9/12 perpetrator
against me, but have not cooperated with
me concerning that fascistic violator of our
rights and vicious harasser of members of
our community?
Are the GSUC authorities protecting
him? Does he have connections here? If
not, why have they chosen to side with him
against me, and, for that matter, against the
GSUC public which was also violated by
Jones Johnson's precious GSUC "visitor"?
What are the real reasons Jones
Johnson (along with higher administration)
has systematically lied about me in order to
have me tenninated as an employee?

Brian Guerre,
College Office Assistant Level III
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Letters & Commentary
It was the sort of nightmare scenario familiar to any women's rights advocate: a
young Latina woman, seeking affordable
medical care, finds an ad for a cheap doctor
in a Spanish-language newspaper. The
doctor bungles the job; the woman is
rushed to the hospital the next day in excruciating pain. A clear-cut example, one
would think, of this country's two-tier
medical system, which leaves poor women
to scrounge around the fringes of the systent for whatever heath care they can afford.
Except for one thing: the procedure the
woman was seeking was an abortion.
The case of the Avenue A "abortion
doctor," which turned New York City upside down and sent media ripples out
across the country, is a textbook example
of the power,of me<llit spin. In the course of
two weeks, a story that should have bolstered arguments for health-care reform
instead delivered the biggest anti-abortion
propaganda blow in New York City in recen\ memory.
The story broke on November 19,
when police arrested Abu Hayat, an Indian
immigrant who ran an office on
Manhattan's Lower East Side. Four weeks
earlier, police reported, Hayat had attempted to perform an abortion on Rosa
Rodriguez, a 20-year-old woman from
Queens. Rodriguez, who says she believed
she was only three to four months pregnant, spotted an ad in the daily El Diario
for $125 abortions, with a local phone
number; when she arrived at the designated
location,,she was.told that the price was in
fact'$1';500. After sh'e11anded-over $1~
in cash and her passport, green card and
jewelry as collateral, she was sent in a cab
to a Manhattan clinic, where Hayat performed the procedure.
Rodriguez was in fact eight months
pregnant, information Hayat neglected to
mention to her. The next day, she was·
rushed to the hospital, where she gave birth
to a girl whose right arm had been severed
in the botched abortion attempt.
The New York media went nuts.
Brian Guerre has been a full-time staff
member at the Graduate Center for over
eleven years, and is a Vietnam veteran.
Ms. Yosette Jones Johnson, the new Director of the Graduate Center Human Resources Office, asked Mr. Guerre to submit
to a "disciplinary investigative interview"
on October 16th of this year, and then to
undergo psychiatric testing. The reason?
Ms. Johnson's assessment of Mr. Guerre as
potentially unfit for his job stems from
events last summer when he protested to
Security what he felt was a violation of his
rights to free speech, and asked Security to
apprehend one of those he thought to be
responsible.
Mr. Guerre works in the Office of Sponsored Research and is a self-styled "progressive left-li~ral." He h~often placed
articles and political car;toons from progressive new~a~rs aqd magazines, such
as the Guardian, on Graduate Center bulletin boards. From the fall of 1990 to the
summer of 1991, Mr. Guerre noticed that
his postings, as well as those of other progressive individuals and chartered organizations, were being defaced with rightwing graffiti, as well as removed, on a
weekly basis. In April of 1991, "Death to
Brian Guerre" was written on an announcement for the Students for Educational

''--

"Abortion Horror" screamed The Post,
while similarly lurid pronouncements issued from other local outlets. Photos of the
"miracle baby" (or, as The Daily News
dubbed her, "the tiniest victim") appeared
on the front page of every paper in townbut when it was revealed that Hayat had
maimed or killed five other Latina women,
the news was relegated:to the inside pages.
Suddenly, all pretense of balance was
dropped, as the language of the anti-abortion movement brokct'1nto the headlines.
"Abortion Mills Thrivi'ng Behind Secrecy
and Fear" warned a page one Sunday New
York Times story, white The Post gave its
endorsement to life~inning at conception, referring to a fetus aborted by Hayat
as a "28-week-old baby girl."
Through it all, the media pounded
home the message that this was a horror
associated exclusively with abortion. If the
women victims of Dr. Hayat took a back
seat to the miracle baby, a womarl who had
charged the "abortion doc" with sexual
abuse was downright invisible: The Post
described the incident only as Dr. Hayat
having been charged with "inappropriately
perform[ing] a simultaneous pelvic and
breast exam."
And while reporters rushed to uncover
"abortion mills," the notion that there
might be a greater health care crisis in this
city, anct a :rmnpanrprO'bletn 'Of· bad 'doctors•
not only bad abortion doctors, was apparently uninteresting. A Daily News report of
New York doctors charged with medical
negligence cited only one example--a
botched abortion-even though only two
of the 26 doctors charged were OB/GYNs.
The same story revealed that in one year,
medical negligence had caused more than
7 ,000 deaths and 20,000 injuries in New
York City alone. Perhaps none of those
victims were tiny enough to get on the front

page of the paper.
Let's ask what none of the local media
dared: what else could she have done?
What other options did a young, moneystrapped, non-English-speaking· woman
have in 1900's New York?
The short answer, of course, is. none:
she was 32 weeks pregnant-eight
months-and third-trimester abortions are
illegal under New York state law. But what
if we roll the clock the clock back a few
months: what could this woman have done
when fifst faced with an unplanned pregnancy?
Rodriguez was lucky in that she lived
in New York; New York has more abortion·
providers than many entire states. But if
she had really been 3-4 months pregnant,
she could have beerr looking.at a bill of up
to $1,200-a tough nut to crack on a
$15,000-a-year waitress' salary. And federal Medicaid ·funds were cut off by "the,
Hyde Amendment in 1977.
But, again, Rodriguez lived in New
York City, where both the city and the state
do provide Medicaid funds for abortions.
All she would have had to do was present a
letter from her employer, pay stubs, a copy
of her lease, recent bill, etc ... and she
would have had Medicaid reimbursement
for her aJ:?o!1i9n-~ithin, say, a mo~th •s
time.
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She couftt.'.also have• filed a'or.. a- littleknown confidential application for minors-New York State decrees anyone
under 21 to be a minor in these matters-and possibly received same-day compensation. But city clinic workers say this option
is known only to a handful of counselors in
the entire city, and the chances of Rosa
Rodriguez running across one was exceedingly slim.
Rodriguez might have knowfl all
this-not to mention getting accurate diag-~~~7~~~i

..... .
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• Tom Smith •
Rights. Mr. Guerre also reports that some
of his Graduate Center student friends,
"have'received verbal and physical threats'_''
- threats which have contained phrases
found in the graffiti defacing these postings.
Mr. Guerre went to
Joseph Shaefer,
the Director of Security for the Graduate
Center. According to Mr.:Uuerre, Shaefer
"was decidedly hostile to him and unsympathetic to his concerns." Though Mr.
Shaefer said he would accept a fuller account in ..the.form of an exp1anatory letter
and documentation, he n~~er. according to
Mr. Guerre, agreed to "inVestigate" the
defacement of pos~rs and written threat.
When asked to contm-et'l"l- on this, Mr.
Shaefer declined, in order, he said, to respect Mr. Guerre's "confidentiality."
On September 12th, Mr. Guerre observed a man take down two or three of his
postings on the 16th floor.-Caught in the
act, the man admitted to what he was
doing, but refused to identify himself to
Security, as Mr. Guerre requested. Mr.
Guerre followed the man into the elevator.

Mr:

Upon exiting with him on the ground floor,
Mr. Guerre called upon the two security
·guards present to detain tfiis man. While
they hesitated, this man turned towarll Mr.
Guerre and threatened him with his fists
and offered to fight Mr. Guerre •in the
street, according lo Guerre. The Security
Superviso(,- Victor Caligiuri intervened
and took this man to the security shack. In
the presence of a guard, Mr. Caligiuri persuaded the individual to iqentify himself;
Caligiuri did not reveal his identity to
Mr. Guerre. During this interrogation, this
man twice repeated his offer to fight Mr.
Guerre. In response, Mr. Guerre says he
turned both times to Mr. Caligiuri, and reiterated his request to have the man positively identified.
Mr. Guerre then met with Associate
Provost Geoffrey Marshall on September
20th. While Guerre says Marshall implied
support for qis. act,.Marshall has s~ill not
responded to Mr. Guerre's request for information about what the administration
could and would legally do, about what
Brian considered a violation of his rights.
When asked about this, Provost Marshall
said he was not aware that a crime had been

¥r-

nosis of what month her egnancy was
in-if she had gone to one o ew York
City's many neighborhood pregn cy testing sites, where she would have ~Q. referred to the appropriate social servic'es.
But all but a few of these were·closed last
summer py city funding cuts.
And even then, it is possible that she
might have seen $125 as a price worth paying to avoid entering the bureaucratic
tangle of Medicaid. Faced with the alternative, a nice, cheap, local doctor who advertised in a Spanish-language newspaper
may have seemed like a perfect solution.
This is not reproductive freedom. For
millions of women-young women faced
with parental consent restrictions, poor
women without recourse to Medicaid
funds, women who live in the SO percent of
U.S. counties which have no abortion provider-"choice" has become a cruel joke.
And yet, according to the media, these
are the good old days: Roe v. Wade is still
the "law of the land.:' This myth-propped
up by mainstream pro-choice,groups campaigning under the banner "Keep Roe v.
W ;ide Alive"-has made invisible an entire
class of women for whom back-alley abortions are a reality, -even if the Supreme
Court insists they are a thing of the past.
It's a myth that takes on deadly dimensions in a case like that of the A venue A
doctor. The climate created by the media
barrage is unlikely to bring about health
care reform; rather, already there are rumblings that abortion clinics should face
stiffer licensing requirements, meaning
fXtra insurance and other thinl!,s that wou\d

-i'equire exoroitant expenditures.. Jf-so; even
more· clinics, scrupulous ahd not, will be
driven out of business-or at least underground. Still, the back alleys, as we know,
will always be there. But then, when there
are thousands of Rosa Rodriguezes, they
won't be news anymore.
Neil deMause works with Women's Heaith
Action Mobilizatioht~
nvolved with WHAM! in defending women's
reproductive 'freedom call: (212) 7135966:
committed. Security Director Shaefer
stated that Mr. Guerre was not able to give
the Administration sufficient evidence to
proceed with charges against this man. He
stated that Mr. Guerre had "recourse with
ttie courts and the police." When asked
how Mr. Guerre could take such recourse
when the Administration refused to identify this person, ,Mr. Shaefer had no official
comment.
Response to Mr. Guerre's requests
came from other quarters 1in the Administration: Human Resources Director
Yosette Jones Johnson, in a memo dated
October 10th, asked Mr. Guerre to submit
to a disciplinary investigation, "as part of
ah inves.tigation of j>ossible disciplinary
charges against you resulting from an incident tliat took place on September 12."
After this first interview, Ms. Johnson required Mr. Guerre to µndergo a psychiatric
interview with a psychiatrist yvtio works for
the Graduate Center, "to determine your
mental fitness to perform the duties of your
position." Mr. Guerre was also informed in
a second lett~r. dated November 11, that
"failure to appear for [this psychiatric investigation] may result in disciplinary
charges and subject you to dismissal from
your position," and that "should the examicontinues on p. 12
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New Anti-Protest By-Laws
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by-laws would be determined by mandatory sentencing
guidelines to be promulgated by the General Counsel's
office. as would any decision of the college president upon
an appeal by the student. Furthermore, any settlement
agreements. including agreements made by conciliators
prior to discipline hearings, would have to conform to the
guidelines. Based on the pronouncements from the Chancellor during last spring ii is safe to predict that the sentencing guidelines will provide for stricter treatment of
student protestors than they received following last
spring' s demonstrations.

ates the possibility' that the chairperson would have to'
decide questions involving his or her own impartiality. In
the current round of disciplinary hearings, the only panel
member recused was the chair of one panel who had previously written a letter to the college newspaper accusing
one of the student defendants of having racist views-and
who had been in an ongoing bitter dispute with several
other student defendants. The chair in that proceeding had
originally refused to recuse himself and refused to allow
evidence of his bias. It was only after the committee de- The proposed guidelines empower the Chancellor's Office
cided to hear testimony of several community members to bring charges and temporarily suspend student protestregarding the allegations of bias by the chairman that the ers independetly of college authorities.
committee deliberated and the chairman agreed to recuse In a major usurpation of the autonomy of the colleges, the
himself. Under the proposed by-law changes. the chair- proposed by-laws provide that the Chancellor or the
person would have had complete control over a challenge Chancellor's designees may determine that an emergency
to his or her own fairness.
exists and temporarily suspend students or student organiSince the right to an impartial disciplinary panel is zations and order hearings to commence, without any proguaranteed by law. the requirement that the chair rule on vision for consultation with college authorities, The same
challenges to his or her own impartiality could lead ~o proposed by-law further expands the power of temporary
judicial appeals where the bias of the chair is questioned. suspensions to encompass all deans. Currently, oqzy colUnder the current by-laws a quorum of the committee lege presidents or full deans may suspend student!tQr stuconsists of two student and two faculty members. It has dent organizations in an emergency.
'") .
often been difficult for student members of the committee
The proposed revised Section 15.7 grows out of a
to attend all sessions of a hearing. This provision guaran- concern expressed by members of the General CQunsel's
tees that student members must be present. The proposed office and some other CUNY officials that last spring's
by-laws provide for the possibility of conducting hearings protests were the result of an inter-campus conspiracy. In
without any student present by establishing a quorum of order to deal with the alleged "conspiracy" the proposed
the committee to be any three members.
Section 15.7 would allow for the Chancellor to create an
Also under the current by-laws all members of the inter-campus disciplinary force of officials who would be
committee must be students or faculty from the campus empowered to suspend students for acts perceived to be
where the alleged violation took place. Notwithstanding threatening by the Chancellor's designees, even if the colthe current by-laws at lea~t one college had staff members lege president did not concur in their judgment. y
of the department of student affairs sitting on the discipliIn short, Section 15.7 abrogates much of the,'discrenary committee until the legality of the committee was tion local college authorities have had over whether, when
successfully challenged last spring. The defense was con- and how disciplinary procedures should be initiated.
cerned that allowing committee members to be employees
supervised by the dean who was prosecuting the students The proposed guidelines no longer guarantee the right of
w~_unfair .. TI)~ new ,bx-llJ.ws "3/0\}ld allow ~uch P!flCli~e_§. ~n accused student to a canciliatio!l:, conference and the
In conclusion, the new by-laws propose a fundamen- 'right to counsel and oth:r safeguards at such conciliation
tal restructuring of the disciplinary process to reduce the conferences.
role of students and faculty and to increase the control of Sections 15.3(b) and 15.3(c) of the current by-laws guarantee a student accused of a violation of the disciplinary
the disciplinary process by the CUNY administration.
code must the right to a conciliation conference with a
Mandatory sentencing guidelines provided for by the pro- faculty member or counsellor where "[a]n effort will be
posed by-laws would guarantee severe penalties for stu- made to resolve the charges by mutual agreement and
where warranted to·agree on the disciplinary action to be
dents convicted of violating the rules.
The
frnpose<fby the chairperson under the new taken" before a disciplinary hearing can be held. Charges

sentence

IAN McGOWAN
Student Leader News Service
The Executive Committee of the National Lawyers Guild
(NLG) voted 6-3 earlier this month to remove attorney
Ronald McGuire, in what one Guild member referred to as
a "purge," from the Guild's Executive Committee.
McGuire, a former CCNY student expelled for his role in
the '69 strike, retumeq to CUNY· last semester as an attorney. He represented and defended over 200 students
throughout the CUNY system facing disciplinary or criminal charges for their role in the protest against budget cuts
and tuition increases.
While the official Guild position is that McGuire was
suspended for not reimbursing the chapter for approximately $1000 in expenses incurred in the defense of
CUNY students, McGuire maintains that the action was
purely politically and personally motivated.
According to McGuire, when the vote had taken
place, Mike Fahey of the Guild's Mass Defense Committee asked the Executive Committee, "What do we call this
(action)?" Judge Elliot Wille said "Call it a purge." Both
Fahey and Wille refused to comment on the meeting.
Fahey has since resigned from the Guild's Steering Committee in protest of this suspension.
Executive Committee member, Nancy Ailsberg calls
the allegations of political motivation "-completely untrue." In a telephone interview Aislberg said, "There are
three reasons he was suspended; his unwillingness to accept the authority of the body, his unwillingness to pay the
expenses owed to the chapter, and his decision without

consultation, that this [defense] should be a chapter project."
Ailsberg also accused McGuire of running a legal
practice out of the Guild office. "There has never been a
project like this, never someone running a practice out of
the office. People do not represent clients out of this office
... The point is that when Ron's work went beyond the
immediate emergency, it went beyond the work of the
Mass Defense Committee project." She maintains that related expenses could no longer be covered by the project.
McGufre maintains that he had the permission of the
Guild to use the office in defense of the CUNY students
and denies owing the chapter any money. "When we use
the Guild office for mass defense work, either the chapter
picks up the expense or we do fundraising from outside
sources." McGuire added that no one in the Guild office
had ever indicated he would be personally liable for expenses of the CUNY student defense until Siegal wrote to
Guild officials questioning McGuire's use oHhe office.
In a letter last October to the Executiv.e._Committee,
the Mass Defense Committee stated, "Ron did a tremendous service in representing a large number.otCl'.JNY students while working in the office. The students were precisely the kind of persons who need the Guild's help and
who the Guild would like to help. We believe Ron deserves a great deal of credit for what he did."
According to McGuire, several executive committee
members said that he should be expelled anyway, with
Judge Wille saying that that the motivation for the suspension was a combination of "personal" and "political" factors.

against a number of student protestors were disposed of
through agreements reached in such conciliation conferences last spring.
The proposed Section 15 .3(b) eliminates the student's
right to a conciliation conference by allowing the dean of
students to proceed directly to a formal hearing without
giving the student an opportunity to confer with a college
official.
Furthermore, the new code eliminates provisions
guaranteeing the student the right to have counsel present
at a conciliation conference and eliminates the current
requirement that notice of the conciliation conference include a warning to the student that anything said at the
conference could be used as evidence against the student
in a court proceeding and that the student has the right to
remain silent at the conciliation conference without a presumption of guilt.
The right to counsel and the warning about self-incrimination are essential because the college does not have
the power to prevent parties present at college conciliation
conferences from being subpoenaed by authorities outside
the college. Ironically, the proposed by-laws retain the
preclusion of testimony of a counsellor or faculty member
at a college hearing concerning information received at a
conciliation conference. Informing students without
counsel of this limited confidentiality makes it likely that
students, believing that the conciliation conference is absolutely confidential, might make statements which would
be used against them in civil or criminal proceedings.

Student governments will be prohibited from paying legal
expenses of their constituents.
In addition to eliminating the guarantee to a right of counsel at a conciliation proceeding, the proposed by-laws purport to eliminate the ability of student governments to pay
for the cost of counsel for student defendants. Alarmed at
the success students achieved when they obtained attorneys last spring, CUNY General Counsel Robert Diaz sent
a memorandum to college presidents dated May 24, 1991,
reflecting his opinion that it was inappropriate to allow
,student fees to be used to retain legal counsel for students
-at disciplinary hearings. Recognizing that the opinion
expressed in the May 24th memo contravened the longstanding practice of many CUNY student governments
which had often retained counsel for students facing disciplinary proceedings arising out of political protests, the
General Counsel's office is attempting to discourage the
retention of counsel by incorporating Mr. Diaz' opinion
into the proposed by-law changes which provides that the

continues next page
By McGuire's calculation, he volunteered for over
1800 billable hours and spent his own money on copying,
phone calls, traveling, filing costs, supplies. "I was working as a volunteer, I was running out of money to live on,
and students recognized that. I've never been paid anything for the disciplinary, criminal or injunctive proceedings," said McGuire. "I was willing to defend [the students] for as long as I could but .. had limited financial
resources. My priority has always been to do what's best
for the CUNY student movement.
Students involved in the United CUNY Federation, an
umbrella group of CUNY activists, feel that the attacks on
McGuire stem from a disagreement over personal and legal matters with Franklin Siegal, who works with the
Center for Constitutional Rights, and is also a member of
the NLG Executive Committee.
"In August two things happened," said McGuire.
"UCF asked for my advice: I disagreed with Franklin's
legal opinion. And I proposed that City Chapter read the
speech by Jeffries and take a position opposing the attacks ... Since then, there has been an unrelenting attack by
Franklin and several others questioning my integrity, alleging I've done something improper."
"I think that it's political," said Jennifer Sqqires, a
student at the CUNY Graduate Center. "It's not the
money. It's a political attack. Siegal is being petty and
juvenile."
Ailsberg denies that McGuire's suspension had anything to do with his disagreement with Siegal or his proposal on Jeffries. "Absolutely untrue. A number of people
who voted for Ron's suspension had no knowledge of the
proposal, only with the fact that he refused to pay the bill,"
said Ailsberg.
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New Anti-Protest B,y-Laws
from p. 6

ings since there is no danger that such testimony would be
tainted by knowledge of how other witness~s testified.
Furthermore, in the course of student disciplinary
hearings, it sometimes becomes necessary to call witnesses on short notice, ·such as when a planned witness is
unavailable or because facts eme~ge which bear on an issue another person has knowledge of. A strict interpretation of the proposed section 15.3(t)(3) would preclude
such persons from testifying if they were present for any
part of the proceedings.
The intent of these provisions regarding evidence
seems clearly aimed at reducing the impact of a large
number of supporters of a defendant being present at a
hearing and to eliminate evidence aimed at proving that
the student's conduct was justified or that the committee
should be lenient. '

tion of control over the disciplinary process in the
Chancellor's office.
The unifying concept behind the proposed changes is
the elimination of the notion that discipline is essentially a
matter to be resolved by the administration, students and
faculty of the various colleges. Instead, the process is
centralized and standardized. Mandatory sentences will be
required. Discretion is removed from the student.:faculty
panel and authority to make most decisions is centralized
ih the chairperson of the committee, who will not be a student, need not be a faculty member, and may be from another campus.
Hearings have already been held on these proposed
by-law changes. As usual, there was insufficient notice of
the hearings and interested parties were not apprised in
time to analyze the proposed changes. Consequently. the
changes proposed by the General Counsel's office could
be presented at the next CUNY Board of Trustees meeting
and enacted at a subsequent meeting. Only a concerted
effort by students and faculty to educate the Trustees on
the dangers posed by the proposed changes can avert their
enactment.

student may "be represented by legal counsel or an advisor
at the student's expense [new language italicized]."
Many of the students charged last spring were
elected student leaders. Indeed, under current political and
financial conditions, it could be fairly said that facing potential disciplinary charges has become an occupational
hazard of being an elected student leader at CUNY. The
importance of the student protests to the welfare of the
student body is reflected by the fact that on many campuses leaders of the takeovers or their supporters have
been elected to student governments. Furthermore, at City
College, the Day Student Government itself was a defendant in the initial disciplinary complaint. Consequently,
the decision whether to expend student funds on the defense of student protestors should properly be decided by General Counsel's Office role as adviser to disciplinary
the students themselves, through their elected leaders, as committees eliminated.
Ironically, the proposed by-law changes tacitly concede
has been the case previously.
one of the principal challenges to the proceedings raised
Relaxed evidentiary standard will make convictions easier by deferise<:ounsel last spring and summer. At those discito obtain.
plinary hefirings, one of the procedural issues raised most
Proposed Section 15.3(t)(6) allows the college to prove vociferou'Sly by the defense was the objection to attorneys Ronald B. McGuire, a practicing attorney and former
the charges by a "preponderance of the evidence". Legally from the General Counsel's office participating as advis- CCNY student, was legal counsel for CUNY students in the
there are three evidentiary standards in American jurispru- ers to the student-faculty disciplinary committees. The aftermath of the 1991 student strike.
dence. The preponderance of evidence standard requires objection ,was based on the contention that the General
that the trier of fact rule in favor of the side that the trier of Counsel's office was an interested party in the proceedfact finds more plausible. This standard is the easiest for a ings, yet was regularly advising college prosecutors. Inprosecutor to prove, since the tribunal could decide that, deed, the General Counsel's office represented CUNY in
Conference on
although there remained substantial doubt about the state court injunctive proceedings against the same stuprosecutor's version of the facts, the prosecution was, on dents who were charged in the disciplinary proceedings
the whole, more believable than the defense. The other and based upon the same facts that were alleged in the
two standards require a stronger showing by the prosecu- disciplinary proceedings.
tor to secure a conviction. The clear and convincing eviThe conflict of interest inherent in attorneys from the
A Call for Papers, Proposals
dence standard requires that the trier of fact must be rea- General Counsel's office acting as impartial advisers to
and Panel Discussions
sonablycertainofthetruthofprosecutor'scaseinorderto the disciplinary committees is acknowledged in the profind the defendant guilty. The reasonable doubt standard, posed by-laws, which provide for attorneys from the GenThis national, student organized conferemployed in criminal prosecutions, is the most rigid and eral Counsel's office to act as prosecutors when a student
ence is for students, academics, comrequires the prosecution tQ prove the guilt of the defendant defendant is represented by counsel. The sentence of curmunity activists, and other intellectuals
beyond a reasonable doubt.
rent by-law Section 15.3(g) providing for counsel from the
confronting the fra~menta'lion· of the
'Thecurr~ntby-1awsoo no1·~specily'the evioeiiflary" Ueneral"Coiinserioffice'affiifg ~ ao"vi~r'1crl11ecl~~-~• L~~-,,,1ffi-otfgtflssde~6f ,.~·;•g~r;.tctcissb
standard to be employed by the student-faculty discipli- nary committee is eliminated in the new proposals.
and sexuality.
nary committees. Defense attorneys have argued, with
Presumably, the chairperson is expected to act as legal
The deadline for submissions is February
some success, that because of the quasi-criminal nature of authority to the committee. Consequently, it appears Qiat
15, 1992, and the conference date is
the disciplinary proceedings and the seriousness of a po- the new by-laws anticipate the establishment of a centralApril 30 & May 1, 1992 and will be held at
tential suspension or expulsion, doubts should be resolved ized cadre of chairpersons with legal expertise who would
the Graduate Center Auditorium.
in favor of the accused and a higher standard than a pre- act as administrative judges at disciplinary hearings on
ponderance of evidence has been utilized by a number of various campuses.
. --------11:r .-Mail abstracts t .
disciplinary committees.
Conclusion.
Department of Comparative Literature
The proposed amendments of the disciplinary procedures
Attn: Joan Parkin or Michael Rothberg
are
a
flagrant
attempt
by
the
Chancellor's
office
to
guaranThe proposed disciplinary rules intend to eliminate the
CUNY Graduate Center
tee
that
future
student
protestors
will
be
treated
more
sepossibility of the student introducing character witnesses,
33, W. 42nd Street
verely
than
last
spring's
demonstrators
were.
Furtheror evidence indicating that his or her acts were justified.
NY. NY 10036
more,
the
proposed
by-laws
will
result
in
a
drastic
usurpaMuch of the success of the defense of the students at last
tion
of
the
authority
of
the
colleges
through
the
centralizaspring' s disciplinary hearings was attributable to the success that the defense had in introducing evidence that the
student's acts were justified. Last spring, as in past disciplinary proceedings, the student-faculty disciplinary committees allowed the students a wide latitude in the scope of
the evidence that was introduced in their defense.
As set forth above, the issue of what evidence will be
WOMEN OVER 30: NEW BEGINNINGS
admitted will be determined solely by the chairman, not by
Monday, February I 0
the committee as a whole. Furthermore, the proposed by12:00 - 1:30 p.m.
laws provide for some per-se restrictions on the admissability of evidence. First, proposed Section 15.3(t)(8) provides that all character evidence must be submitted in writ- Successful negotiation of the demands of graduate study is
ten form and shall be sealed until the committee has al- a major undettaking for all students Women over 30 who
ready decided the student's guilt or innocence. Only after choose to return to school often face unique challenges
the guilt of the student has been established shall the chair- which may amplify these demands, minimize the pleasman be permitted to look at character evidence admitted ures of graduate study, and threaten their ability to perform
successfully.rl.§sues with which these women may stntggle
by the students.
Another proposal, section 15.3(t)(3), provides that all include, the smlfch for independence, internal and external
witnesses shall be excluded from the disciplinary proceed- pressures to balance home and career, feelings of guilt.
ings except.the student. While witnesses to facts concern- Others may involve negotiating successful relationships
ing the alleged offense should be excluded from court with youhgerTaculty,and with peers. The potentially disproceedings until they have completed their testimony, the ruptive effects of these issues can, however, be mediated
exclusion of character witnesses, experts or community through careful exploration of women's responses to them
and faculty supporters is uncalled for because there is no and through valuable exchange of ideas.
danger that such testimony would be tainted by knowledge
Deadline: February 3, 199 I
of how prior witnesses testified. Indeed, in court proceedings experts are generally allowed to hear testimony of
their counterparts on the opposite side. Rather, the exclusion of all witnesses is designed to prevent supporters of
accused students from being present at disciplinary hear-
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The death grip of famine had seized Ireland. A terrible blight was destroying the
Irish staple crop, while British landlords
exported Irish livestock. In the course of
three or four years, hundreds of thousands
of men. women and children died of starvation. Corpses of skin and bones lined the
roadsides. ¥any took their last breaths
with wads of grass stucl5 in their throats.
chewing anything they could find to swallow. The worst year of the famine - 1847.
Flash to New York City. 1991. 28th
street and 2nd Avenue. The place is Paddy
Reilly's Pub (recently named as one of the
city's new hotspots by the Daily News).
Dark pints and cheers are flowing freely
and enthusiastic fans are packed elbow to
elbow to hear the band that recalls the
memory of the Irish famine in their name.
An Irish Bart-Simpson-on-Guiness lookip •
Rocker with an MC jacket takes the stage
.with his boyz. The qand is Black '47.
They've been dubbed 'Green Card
Rockers' ~d 'Gaelic Rappers'., They've
been billed as "Public Enemy and the Clash
meet the Chieftains and the Waterboys."
However you. try to describe them, the
sound is unique, and the scene is wild and
kicking.
They are Larry Kirwan on lead vocals
and guitar; Chris Byrne on uillean pipes,
bodhran, tin whistle and vocals; Thomas
Hamlin on the Djembe drum and snare;
peof.f Bly.the on saxophone; a,nd Fred Parcell~ on the black.slide trombone. Formed
in '89 in New ·York •by·K~an (nati~e of
County Wexford) and Byrne (native of
County Brooklyn), Black '47 has devel-

while to get used to playing with Kirwan
and Byrne. but he's happy with the way
things are working out.
"At first I was standing there with the
sax hangin' around my neck saying 'What
the fuck am I supposed to do?' The thing
has to develop. We hit on a formula, and
it's by accident. It will develop in it's own
way to make it unique. The usual way is
sitting in a rehearsal room seven days a
week. Your not using all your talent that
way. 95% of the arrangements we do are
improvised. We do it live and it develops
from there. We work on what happened
live and polish it."
"Nobody could have sat down and
predicted this band," said Blythe. "It's the.
whole thing of music as an art form. Everything has just grown up."
The band is coming out with their first
album, appropriately titled Black '47, on
the BLK label next moth. The buzz around

Paddy Reilly's is that big music execs are
interested in what Black •47 has to offer to
a much larger audience than this small Irish
pub can hold.
Despite being named after the most
tragic year of the Irish potato famine, Black
'47 is rapidly climbing the ladder to fame
and success. "Everywhere we go, we cause
a fuss, cuz' we play what we like and our
sound is us. We're a whole lot of hell and a
little bit of heaven. That's the story so far of
Black '47."
After sharing many late raucous
nights, and thick dark pints in the COJllpany
of Black '47, it is this reviewer's conviction that if you see Black '47 perform just
once, be prepared to become a Black '47
junkie - for life.
You can catch them at Paddy Reilly's
on 28th St. and 2nd Ave. any Wednesday
or Saturday. $5 cover at the door. Get there.
early, unless you like waiting on line. Show
starts about 10 pm•.

sense of working class politics ... There's
nobody lookin' out for the working man."
Byrne. w~o moonlights in Times Square as
one of New York's Finest, has been working the Irish bar/fundraiser circuit for
years. Before Black '47. he played in a
band called Gael Force. with Tony O'Hara,
brother of dead hunger striker Patsy
O'Hara. He also rocked audiences in the
Irish rebel band. Beyond the Pale.
Today. Byrne puts on an extremely
memorable performanc€>. "Chris is Chillin'
on the uillean" with his black punk shades
and leather tri-color map oflreland "homeboy" medallion. I'll never forget watching
Chris slowly and methodically unbuckle
his pipes, casually stand on his stool, and
stage dive into the audience during an encore of the Bobby Fuller's "I Fought the
Law. " (which was popularized by the
Clash).
A numberofKirwan's songs deal with
the bands formative days in the Bronx, as
well as the plight of the new gei:ieration of
Irish illegal aliens in the Bainbridge section
of the Bronx. "The Bronx is the only place
that would let us play at first," referring to
early gigs at the Phoenix and the Village
Pub." Despite a couple of good natured
cracks about some of their first audiences,
~rwan says, "I actually don't have any
problems with the Bronx~ It's just that most
Fred Parcells on tin whistle (1) and Larry singing: "Don't give up your dream/
people wanted to hear covers."
·or a republic for the'working class/And economic liberty", James Connolly.
"Those Qlaces want you to be Rock &
Roll or Irish," said drummer Tom "Ham" ,
Hamlin. "They don't go in for this mixed
stuff. They didn't like the idea that we were Rankings by what you can afford:
#6 Tuition Waiver Ravers
fucking with their (traditional Irish) reels.
@Lone Star ·240 W52 (Bwy&8th) 245#10 For those who are Superfellows
2950
@Sweet Basil 88 7th Av (off Bleecker) Screamin' Jay Hawkins Mystery Train
242-1785
featured this cryptkicker as mgr. of HeartNat Adderly 5 Better yet, but bucks de- break Hotel. Is there a link to the death of
luxe. Features rhythm section of Walter the King? Danger, will Garrison investiBooker &Jimmy Cobb, w West Point won- gate this next ?
der Vince Herring in Cannonball's role. #5 Adjunct Junkies
You can fit them into a student budget any @Wetlands, 161 Hudson (3blx below Caother night till Jan 5.
nal) 966-4225
9-12 $125 Full course dinner, open bar, 12 $30 &2am $15 Eric Burdon b/w the
massquantitiesofchampagne:
Brian Auger Band X-Animal&War
1-4 $25 cover + $25 min
singer w x-Trinity fusion bandleader.
#9 •A' Assistants in this line
#4 TAP Dancer Special
@New Music Cafe 380 Canal &W Bwy @Academy 234 W43 ( 7&8th Av)
941-0900
8pm $27 .50Joan Jett&the Blackhearts
Sun Ra & His Arkestra His story live tear up the Westhall neighborhood &let
you out in time for the balldrop.
Blac·k '47 on intermission with the fans. L-R Chris Byrne, Larry Kirwan, Geoff Blythe. from ·satum.
9-12: $65 covers gourmet buffet &cham- #3 College Work Study Apprentici
oped from a two man Bronx bar band to a 'You wanna' hear your reels? Go home and pagne.
@Marquee 547 W21 nr W'side Hwy 249polished crowd pleaser and a potentially listen to your records!" suggests Hamlin.
lam: $20+$15 for drinks.
9870.
hot commodity for a major record label.
The first time I saw Black '47 was at a #8 'B' Assistants over Here
10pm $25 Buddy Guy &John Hammond
Kirwan got his start back in Ireland commemoration on the anniversary of the @Palladium123El3473-7171
A better blues guitar double-bill won't
years ago with Pierce Turner in a duo that death of Irish folk music legend Tom Blonde Venus w Furs $50. Furs alone $30. materialize this winter. If you must be
started as Turner and Kirwan of Wexford, Clancy of the Clancy Brothers. I was al- Julian Billiards available for your waiting alone, share your fate w the blues.
whi~h developed into the popular New most asleep in my seat until Black '47 took pleasure.
#2 Carl Perkins Loanees
York club bana, Major Thinkers. Kirwan' s the stage. They knocked the stockings off 11pm Sandra Bernhard But please no @Bottom Line 15 W4th 228-6300
lyrics strike at the roots of the Irish struggle hundreds of blue-haired old Irish ladies more Madonna jokes.
10pm $25 &lam $16 The Turtles featurfor self-determination and resistance in the with their original Irish Agit-Prop ballad, lam DebtWhn Harry Blondie back fr the ing x-Mothers, tile' Florescent Leech
face of British injustice and occupation, "James Connolly," ip honor of the social- cancer ward.
&Eddie, known to KROCK listeners as
with a Rockin' Reggae, Punk, Jazz/Urban ist-nationalist hero. They just did that one 2:30 Ps:ycbedelic Furs Begin 1992 w the Flo &Eddie, &to their parents as Mark
folk back beat that anyone who has song, but that was all it took. I was hooked. retuiiNjr\'fie early '80s band that brought Volman &Howard Kaylan. These twisted
struggled for any cause (or has a pulse) can
Black '47's homman, Geoff Blythe, back the late '60s.
but cheerful guys were your afternoon guys
relate to. "You can break down my door, originally from Birmingham, has enter- #7 Jolly Good University Fellows
for 2 years & then replaced by Fornatelle
you can even strip search me. Never tained audiences internationally with his @Maxwell's [not Rbt.] 1039 Washington, the whiniest yuppie on radio. They deserve
gonna' take away my human dignity. Beat powerful sax solos with Dexy's Midnight Hoboken (201)798-4064
better.
me or shoot me. Flame keeps on bumin'. Runners, as well as tours with The Bureau 11:30 Mudhoney Or catch them 12/28 #1 Stafford Loanees Only
Never gonna' put out the Fire of Freedom." and Elvis Costello. He started playing with @Marquee for $12.
@ Paddy Reilly's 28th&@2nd
"It's all about working class politics as Black '47 a year and a half ago when 2am The Lyres Garage band of choice.
11pm c.$5 Black '47 See, life isn't so bad,
far as I'm concerned," says piper Chris Kirwan's and Blythe's wives met in a play- 10pm The Mummies Mausoleum band of after all. Start the New Year off on the left
Byrne. "This country doesn't have any ground. Blythe said it took him a little choice.
foot.
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Arts & Events
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13. Swervedriver - Raise (A&M): Com- elsewhere he slings such mean lines as

biniug the guitar lessons taught by Sonic "You 're a dedicated swallower of fas-

The compilation of best-of-the-year lists
demands an honest answer to the simple
question, "what do I keep listening to for
pleasure?", without being swayed by questions of hipness or genre boundaries.
Here's one opinionated list; may it serve as
your post-holiday personal shopping list.
(Don't take the order too seriously after
the top five or so, since the whole concept
consists largely of forcing apples/oranges
comparisons.)

Youth, Live Skull, My Bloody Valentine,
and Dinosaur Jr., Swervedriver could get
by on sheer texture. Throwing in a tough
pop sense and adenoidal vocals reminisdropped on top of the Buzzcocks rhythm cent of the Smithereens (if the S"mithereens
section. These Brits will not fade away like were young Brits or had more edge) this
last week's issue of Melody Maker.
transcends comparisons.
9. Too Much Joy - Cereal Killers (Giant):
Joke-rock that for a change is actually
funny, maybe because there's more to it
than that, including a reverence for Clashlike drive and guitars.

cism," so don't be thinking 'sell-out' just
because he's made a catchy album with
something resembling a band.
18. Otis Rush -Lost Blues {Alligator): The
greatest living blues guitarist remains.
underrecorded, apparently due to legal
hassles, but Alligator took a 1977 album
recorded in Sweden, added piano and organ (liner notes say Rush wanted them),
and voila-an Otis Rush album that
doesn't reliash the same half-dozen hits. A
minor godse~d.

14. American Music Club - Everclear
(Alias): Everybody gets excited about lead
singer/writer Mark Eitzel's slow quiet
stuff, but I prefer it when he screams into
the abyss {"The Dead Part of You") rather
than sitting at the edge contemplating it.
10. Ronald Shannon Jackson - Red War- Nonetheless, Evetclear is a gripping, ca- 19. Holsapple & Stamey - Mavericks
(RNA/Rhino): Peter Holsapple and Chris
rior (Axiom): The best drummer alive thartic album.
Stamey, former partners in The dB's, reu1. Matthew Sweet - Girlfriend (Zoo): The takes a quarter-century 0fplaying with the
ultimate pop songwriter album, with a cream of the jazz avant-garde (Albert Ay- 15. Gary Lucas - Skeleton at the Feast nited here for one of the surprise treats of
nervous edge courtesy of guitarists Rich- ler, Cecil Taylor, Ornette Coleman) and (Enemy): Imagine a cross between country the summer-just like the good ol' days,
ard Lloyd (Television) and Robert Quine translates it to a three-guitar/two basses at- blues guitar and Frippertronics filtered but older and wiser to boot. Latecomers to
(Richard Hell & the Voidoids, Lou ReeC,). tack that blows heavy metal away in com- through the mind of Syd Barrett, all done the jangle-and-harmony school should
Tunefulness without any sappy aftertaste. parison by combining flash and power with live by a lone guitarist. That's what makes catch up with these canny veterans.
content.
up the bulk of this ex-Captain Beefheart
2. Sam Phillips - Cruel Inventions (Virguitarist's first solo album, which jams bits 20. Charlie Feathers - Charlie Feathers
gin): Phillips's songs are sonically evoca- 11. Pegboy-Strong Reaction/Three Card of beauty and terror and humor up against (Elektra Nonesuch): This rockabilly (he
tive despite completely obscure lyrics. Monte (Quarter Stick/fouch & Go): This each other in a herky-jerky, anxiety-induc- co-wrote Elvis's first hit, "I Forgot to
Remember to Forget") was forgotten exHer distinctive vocals and arrangements Naked Raygun offshoot's "Field of Dark- ing mixture.
. cept by fanatics, but his hiccups and yelps
(and her husband T-bone Burnett's pro- ness" (the centerpiece of Strong Reaction)
duction) make every track memorable.
was the best indie single I heard this year, 16. Nirvana - Nevermind (Geffen): What and drawl sit atop timeless music (simple
and the CD adds last year's four-song EP. rocketed Nirvana out of the Seattle grunge- songs about cheatin' and heartbreak, and
3. Rebirth Brass Band - Bebirth Kickin' It Punk like they don't hardly make anymore, rock underground wasn't their 'sound' the occasional rip-snortin' blues) powered
Live! (Rounder): The New Orleans parade with guitar hooks and melodies to go with (Mudhoney and Soundgarden are just as by conviction and loss.
powerful), it was great songwriting and
band revitalized, not by a bunch of stuffy the fury and speed.
imaginative arrangements (including Honorable Mention: Bruce Cockburn jazz scholars but by some kids who 're having fun while playing, incorporating a 12. Satan & Adam - Harlem Blues {Flying acoustic ballads and even a cello) that keep Nothing But a Burning Light (Columbia)~
Fish): A minor blues-scene figure (vocal- the songs from all sounding the same.
The Odean_ Pope Sa_xopho~e Choir - The.
funky feel into the rollicking tuba basslines.
- - - . -~ -··-- - · -.- ist7guifansl/~rctissionis£ Satan) and a · = ~-· -~ -~~-- .~.~-·,..·--t '-''"'---"~=-1.~tihtzerer,(Soul-N'oie);:Robyrrflitchcock-&
Princeton grad (harmonica player Adam 17. BillyBragg-Don'tTryThisAtHome Perspexlsland(A&M)
4. Springhouse - Land Falls (Caroline): Gussow), these guys have spent five years {Elektra): • The Cockney poet-guitarist
Brit-rock by New Yorkers who learned playing on uptown streets. This CD docu- makes his pop move with "Sexuality" (co- Steve Holtje is the managing editor of The
from their models but never imitate them, ments a sound so unique that in less than a written with ex-Smiths guitarist Johnny New York Review•of Records and an occaand have a social conscience without minute, I remembered having heard these Marr) and writes a number of contempla- sional contributor to The Advocate.
preaching. Vocalist Mitch Friedland trans- guys play on 114th & Broadway in 1986. tive ballads centered around memories, but
mogrifies yearning into a keening that inspires empathy.

.......

5. Morton Feldman - Rothko Chapel/Why
PatJerns? (New Albion): The conceptual
father of Minimalism, Feldman was one of
the mpst important composers of our half
of the century. His greatest piece, "Rothko
Chapel" (here in a new performance) offers fragmentary glimpses of unearthly
beauty balanced against the uneasiness of
knowing its fullest taste is beyond reach.
6. Dianne Reeves - / Remember (Blue
Note): Reeves uses her rich alto voice and
her intelligence to interpret classics such
as Stephen Sondheim's "I Remember
Sky" and Cole Porter's "Love For Sale"
without ever reducing the interpretive act
to a collection of merely clever tricks.
7. Fred Wesley -New Friends (Antilles):
The former James Brown/ParliamentFunkadelic trombonist makes his jazz
move and succeeds by not being a purist
about it An emotionally-charged version
of the DeUs' classic ballad "Love We Had
Stays On My. Mind" (featuring vocalist
Carmen Lundy) is the highlight, but
Wesley also plays Thelonious Monk and
Duke Ellington and does more than just
get away with it.
8. Kitchens of Distinction - Strange Free
World (A&M): Angst-filled songs combining beauty and power suggest Cocteau
Twins shimmer (with a male singer)

Where it's @I
Word to the wise: The cultural revolution is
not available on compact disc.
#1 Soul Parole
@Lone Star 240 W52 (Bwy&8th) 2452950
12/27 Jr. Walker &the All-Stars
;: Cleo's MO<?<l" .. "Shotgun"
1/14 Bobby Bland The name was a challenge he overcame at 13.
1/16&17 Booker T & the MGs Surviving
half of Sam &Dave joins up 2nd night.
PS: Jr. Welles 2/5
1
@Tramps 45 W21 (5&6th) 8:30&11:30
$17.50 727-7788
11/17&18 Wilson Pickett 'fhe invisible
hand w/in The Commitmen~1e, •
#2 Kirk Lightsey As a C~<r,eP,kCity alumnus, this pianist totally eclipse§ ,the Marsalis
brothers. m~•s mastered time &melody,
while they're still stuck on techn~que.
12/23-28 @Bradley's, 70 University Place
10pm 228-6440. Make reservations: it's a
small club around the corner fr the New
School.
1/8,15,22,etc @Time Cafe 380 Lafayette
533-7500 As a pianist Lightsey is on a par
w John Hicks. They share the piano role in
The Mingus Big Band. This Mingus mellow fantastic is led by the late bassist's part-

Y.S. Bryan Adams@Ritz (see #9) 8pm $20
Preaching to the converted.
#7 The Mamas & Papas
@Bottom Line. This requires explanation.
Denny Doherty got the gig, but... Michelle
can't make it, Mackenzie (dgh.) has to fake
it. John can't make it, (Scott) McKenzie
has to fake it: 'Like an Old Time Movie" &
" .. to San Francisco." Cass has a valid excuse & is ably covered by the Cassandra like Sp.µiky McFarlane. Not Buckwheat's
gangster, it's the Spanky who did "Sunday
Morning."
#8 Battle of the Decades
2/13-15 Neil Young ®;Beacon 74th &Bwy
8pm $30. Surviving the '60s. Crazy Horseless acoustic.
2/19 Peter Frampton@Ritz (see#9) 8pm
$16 Salvaging the '70s._Camel-1~s to boot
1/24&25 Marshall Crenshaw Enduring
the '80s.
#9 Not for the Afrocentric
2n Robyn Hitchcock &the Egyptians
@Ritz 254 W54 (7&8thAv) 541-8900 8:30
$16.50 WORE presents.
#10
Not for the Eurocentric
haruL.
Ned's Atomic Dustbin @Academy, 234 1/4 Liberia's Miatta Fahnbulleh @Club
W43 (7&8th Av) 249-8870 8pm. $15 A Harambee, 127W43rd(6&7 Av)819-1133
neo-psychedelic Waste Management In- Westhall put your dancing shoes on. PS:
Sugar Minott on the way.
corporated.

ners (Geo.Adams &Jack Walrath), disciples (BST's Randy Brecker &Lew SolofT), as well as Messenger Donald Harrison.
#3 12/27 &28 Master's Tournament
Sonny Sharrock @Knitting Factory, 47 E
Houston 9pm &12 219-3055
~.Sara Dash @W.Side Storey 700 Columbus&95_ 749-1900 9&10:30 $10 &2
drinks. Labelle w/o Patti &Nona
#4 12/27 Battle of the Troglodytes
Mick Taylor @Lone Star (see #1) XBluesbreaker, x-Stone w. special gues~.
YS,.Tracy Nelson @Tramps (see #1) XMother Earth voice w. the Uptown Homs.
They say its her birthday.
Y.S,.The Persuasions @Sweetwater's, 170
Amsterdam $15+$10 873-4100. A cappella to the head!
#5 Black 47 See McGowan's interview
this issue.
1/3 @Lone Star (see #1) Simultaneously
more progressive and more traditional than
even Sinn Fein.
.
#61/l0Canadian Nationalism on the other
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A great though totally depressing holiday
gift this year is Susan Faludi's new book.
Backlash: The Undeclared War Against
American Women, Faludi has collected an
enonnous amount of material which documents the the attacks on women's status
during the Eighties, from backsliding on
women's rights at all levels of the
workplace to the less tangible, but powerful effect that the media has had on challenging women's possibilities, whether
material, sexual, or political.
The book is also hard to put down.
Faludi is a gifted writer who knows how to
present her work in forceful way though
the reader never senses that she's repacking the material to fit a narrow argument.
By the time you're finished reading, you'll
find Faludi's commentary relatively circumspect given what she's identified, you
will probably add a thousand examples of
your own.
The "backlash" is a wide-ranging attack on the gains women have made since
the inception of the most recent women's
movement Faludi develops two themes
which are mutually reinforcing: first, that
deteriorating economic horizons for men
have created insecurities in both sexes
about female autonomy which manifest
themselves at disparate locales: and second, that feminism has proven a ready and
e~y culprit for eve:p- social woe, even if
the logical contortions required to do so
become astounding.

Faludi ably worlcs in a number of sociological realms. Although her runthrough of movies in the Eighties, does
miss some ambiguities, she correctly identifies Hollywood's general current: a move
away from women characters who are
single and happy, who are leaders, or who
display any behavior other than deference
and get away with it. Through her examination of the media, she tracks the "common sense" of the backlash as it begins to
feed upon its own material. The idea of the
psychopathology of single womanhood is
tracked through Fatal Attraction· s obsessed Other Woman, Alex Forrest, a composite figure based on director Adrian
Lyne's impressions of single, professional
Manhattan women. Faludi finds pop psychologists who cite old Alex when pressed
for specific examples of what psychic pitfalls await the single, sexually active
woman. In less dramatic ways, women in
self-help literature were also understood as
helplessly obsessive and neurotic outside
of a life of marriage and babies. Statistics
were thrown about, claiming women
would have only a minuscule chance of
finding a mate for demographic reasons
and might encounter the "infertility epidemic" among yuppie women. (These
studies were later discredited without acknowledgement in the media.) •A barrage

over forty, talking about rampant consumerism: "I blame the women's movement
... the feminist preoccupation with filling
one's own needs."
In many writings that Faludi cites,
feminism is seen as the culprit of women's
of self-help literature followed, on how to persistent dissatisfaction in the face of
get a man and how to act submissive in enonnous changes. Feminism's crime is
order to keep him. Women were encour- seen as raising their expectations in the first
aged to psychologize conflicts at work and place. The same goes for the left political
with men to recast them as therapeutic, not involvement in general. "Feminist anger,
political or social concerns.
or any fonn of social outrage, is dismissed
Faludi presents her notes on inter- breezily," says Faludi, "not because it lacks
views with numerous movers and shakers substance, but because it lacks 'style'." In
in the backlash. Particularly interesting are other words, nothing will ever change,
the women who have made a career out of even though it already has, alot. Faludi
their antifeminism, like Phyllis Schafly and compares this attitude with antifeminist
Beverly LaHaye.,·, Right-wing organizing reaction in the 1920's, where the young,
often finds women with their political bent fresh women in magazines were characterat the office, and in law school, while the · ized as indifferent or even hostile to the
kids are at day care. Rarely are they found strident, angry feminists of the previous
near the exalted h~. And they love their decades. The contradictory message then
work. " By divorcing their personal libera- and now is that feminism is both corrosive
tion from their public stands on sexual poli- and already successful.
tics," notes Faludi, "they could privately
The moderate progress that women
take advantage of feminism while publicly have made in the workplace in the pas't'two
deploring its influence." Almost every decades provokes great resentment in part
person she finds in such a situation con- because of the country's declining econsider themselves special exceptions to their omy and shrinking jobs and wages. The
own rules.
negative feelings of men hardest hit by this
But her analysis is not limited to the process is in this context Similarly, where
right-wing. What is perhaps more intrigu- conservatives have bemoaned the
ing (and disturbing) is the willingness of country's soaring number of divorces and
women to reject certain of society's domi- female heads of household, Faludi shows,
nant values - while also rejecting fei;ni- " ...the patriarch's eclipsed abilily to make
nism. She finds support for the notion that the family decisions figured as a bitter subfeminism should be blamed for not "deliv- text."
ering" what it had "promised" in the
Other antifeminists, who similarly
strangest of places:-·She quotes Frances need not worry about providing for their
Lear, the editor of Lear's magazine, a families also experience feminists as casglossy publication for working women trating. Michael Levin tells Faludi that
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their power of distorting language through manipulative
ideologies, and gives a clue as to how the contemporary
drive for universalism is based upon many of these distortions. In this context the chapter, "Plato's Truth", is particularly strong for the imaginative reader and includes a
humorous account of basanos as a test for drunkenness.
In addition, a search for the "buried truth" leads her
from the moment of secularized versions of aletheia-apathe to the birth of pre-Socratic philosophy and the emer'gence of a new couplet, truth and opinion. For duSois,
Herakleitos, the obscure, has an affinity to dialogic democracy, while Parmenides' sense of truth is more compatible with traditions of epic poetry and the consultation
of oracles. DuBois contends that Herakleitos' relationship
to time, change, arid process prefigures the values of a
democratic polis as well as the'sophist movement, which
was despised by the aristocracy. Truth, in the pre-Socratic
movement, did not occupy the place of'Heidegger's aletheia (a sliining 'forth), but a domain· that is hidden 'from
sigh( and site, that is in the body of the tortured slave and
woman'. The Herakkitian emphasis on becoming grants a
new potentiality·for discourse whereas on the other hand
the Partnenidiail fragments 'are controlled by goddesses
who in various modes represent Parmenides perspective
on the ''what is" true thllt remains classificatory and static
and therefore more conducive to the bounded oligarchy
that is Plato's Republic arid 1he description of wbrrian as
·"deformed other·· in Aristotles· Generation ofAnimals.
Particularly weak, however, are the chapters on
Heidegger's version of the aletheia and Derrida's reading
of geschlecht. In both cases, duBois privileges arrest of
meanings and perhaps that of play against the Heideggerian and Derridian deconstructive strategies. Although she comments on Heidegger's Nazi affiliations it is
not clear how Heidegger's readings of aletheia and violence is correlative or directly implicated in the ground
projects of the Third Reich. Here duBois engages in a
reductionism, though if she had elaborated more strongly
6ii-the.Heideggerian.and Niefzschian te:idin"g ·or Herakle~
itos' fragments and demonstrated a differential-topological reading. her text would have been of greater significance. Also, a further examination of the current global
spectacle of torture would have opened a new philosophical investigation into the realm of contemporary government policies. Let's hope she does this in her next work.

In Torture and Truth, Page duBois gives a historical ac- was first conFeived in an ambiguous relationship with lecount of the concept of basanos, literally a touchstone the (forgetting). The poet speaks the truth by using memuseci for the testing of goid for its purity, and how this con- ory (mneme) and by bestowing truth's other, forgetfulness,
cept was transformed into a test for slaves' loyalty to their onto the listener. This _kind of' magical-religious speech
masters. This eventually metamorremains predominant in the Greek
phased into a rhetorical and interrogaworld until the speech of the warriors
tive test in the (judicial) courts of socicomes to dominate the social world in
ety. DuBois draws mainly from the
the time of the Greek city state, the
Greek historian Theognis, the poet
polis. The relationship of aletheia-lePindar, and a reading of Sophocles'
the is transformed into a secularized
Oedipus the King and Plato's Laws in
rather than mythic conception and ale~
order 'to contextualize different meantheia now becomes opposed to apathe
ings and usages of the concept of basa(deception) in fogic of contradiction'.
nos from the times pf aristocratic facWhat duBois points out here is that the
tionalism (6th-5th century b.c.e.) and to
judicial aspect of aletheia has been
the speculations about democratic reneglected, ~d she frames bas_anos
publicanism (4th-3rd century b.c.e.). Definitively, this (torture) as the necessary part oftinderstanding slave socitext is a valuable heuristic tool which makes a significant ety and how truth was distorted.
conefibufion alongside recent historical investigations
In one of her most interesting general treatments of
such as Martin Bemal's Black Athena, and G. E. M. St. ihese distortions, she traces sites of meaning in ancient
Croix's Class Struggle in the Ancient World.
culture and discerns a pattern of obscure and hidden truths.
DuBois also extracts heavily from the philosophical The images that are traced are associated with the-containdiscourses of modernity, those of Heidegger's reading of ment and the potentiality of the female body. The slaves'
aletheia and Derrida's interpretation of S'exual difference, and females' bodies are both marked by the master. While
demonstrating that the basis of philosophical questioning the slavef bodies were externally tattoed with the signs of
is indeed a torturous affair and one that can possibly be- ownership and origin, the woman's body was metaphoricome another element of the penal colony. The intention cally inscribed with the discourse of the master. It is in
is to show how the inherited concepts of ancient philoso- this moment thatduBois makes a claim against the historiphy (i.e. Greek philosophy) remain active in many prac- cal exclusion of gender and gender relations in most contices of torture in the third world today. Reflecting of the temporary ancient scholarship; although this is true for
Greek and Argentinian juntas, Pinochet's Chile, and the Detienne and Heidegger, her claim is not really backed by
Shah of Iran's SA VAK, duBois links this philosophical specific differentiation between women in general and
;ocabi.ii .. ancl' iis usage to mithaiy intelligence~trairnnit'' their class position "aliliougn sne'8.oes-m'eiiiion womafHlS~
n ers m
~unins,..Qa.+,and.haw.....the .lleiled citizen and established slave. As we know,
the officials of these centers have developed both termi- women• s discourse was virtually non-existent in the Greek
nology and practices for exploitation and torture of radical world and countless texts give evidence that the woman· s
groups in the third world. On may be reminded here of the body was a site of metaphorical inscription and torture, but
death squads in Honduras and the fact that Gustavo Al- duBois fails to sufficiently elaborate on the distinction bevarez spent a good deal of time in one of these training tween women slaves, women in Plato's academy, domescenters.
tic laborers, etc. Her text would have been greatly enRecognizing a historical shift from mythical to ra- riched by a more expanded analysis of class relations and Michael G. Pelias teaches P hilosop.hYJll Lorc-g Hiu;;..,. -~....11itional thought, duBois is able to show (with all due respect positions beyond the historico-semantic field. Nonethe- versity, is a member of the Committee for Cultural Studies.
to Marcel Detienne's Creation ofMythology) that aletheia less, duBois does engage the ruling class capability and and is an occasional contributor to The Advocate.
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he's taken risks to denounce feminism, but he felt compelled to do it to "reclaim my genitalia and my masculinity." Incredibly, academics like out own Michael Levin
(Dept of Philosophy) rail' against feminists taking over the
universities, Faludi notes, at a time when women actually
account for only ten percent of the tenured faculty nationwide.
So why do we put up with all this crap? Some explorations of fragmentation within feminism might have
opened a discussion on why it was so easy for the media to
declare the women's movement dead in the early 80s. The
decline of "women's liberation" as a viable contender in
social politics became noticeable among feminists and the
left before Reagan. While she talks about distractions
from empowerment, such as the move from pissed off to
co-dependent, Faludi only refers to Betty Friedan's somewhat idiosyncratic defection from the movement, which
happened quite a ways into the backlash. Faludi could
also explore the relationship of the "backlash" to the sorry
state of political and cultural affairs more generally.
In some cases, Faludi has marshalled evidence that
begs for more analysis than she gives it. She's circumspect about making connections to conflicts other than
over women's autonomy. Of course the book is already
400 pages long. And I wanted more. Typical ...

Pamela Donovan is a doctoral student in Sociology and
a Contributing Editor for The Advocate.

FOUND OBJECT
A Journal of Cultural Studies
is conducting a
CALL FOR PAPERS
for its inaugµral issue

CULTURE AND IDEOLOGY
multiculturalism, feminism, post-colonial
studies, visual & aural culture, activism,
epistemology, culture industry, science &
technology, cinema studies, everyday life

FOUND OBJECT is a graduate student publication. All manuscripts (25 p maximum)
should be typed and double-spaced. Please
send a one-page abstract to accompany your
paper. Please do not send original artwork or
photographs. We regret that
are unable to
return unsolicited materials. Please address all
contribution and correspondence to

we

FOUND OBJECT
c/o The Committee for CulturalStudies,
Rm BM 08 CUNY Graduate Center,
33 West 42nd Street,
NY, NY 10036.
DEADLINE: February 1, 1992.
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CPI Bombs at Lehman
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find out that college preparatory high
schools produce a high percentage of college bound students, that does not mean .
that if all high schools gave the same curriculum, all the students would have a similar likelihood of going to college.
Although some faculty spoke in support of the principle of high educational
standards. there were no faculty who s~ke
on behalf of the CPI plan, nor did any speak
for the applicability or usefulness of the
administration's data. The tone of the
meeting was best characterized by a professor who approached the dais after the
meeting and said to Dean Berkman, "I support what you are trying to do, but if you
continue to take this show on the road, you
better do something about your data."
And the University administration
does plan to continue to take this show on
the road, in an attempt to drum up faculty
support. The next forums scheduled are at
New York City Technical College in January. and at Staten Island in February. The
Board plans to vote on the plan in March or
April, 1992.

Opinion: Defense of Free Speech
continued from p. 5

against the 45% of the Latino/a population
who did not enroll in college and did not
take geometry. Based upon these statistics
the CUNY administration argues that taking high school geometry is a likely prerequisite for college enrollment and success, particularly for minorities.
A professor responded by saying she
thought that the administration was drawing faulty conclusions from both the national and the New York data •and argued
that a "whole complicated set of reasons"
that might lead students to -take geometry
may well also be those responsible for
those students' enrollment and success in
college. The simplified statistics of national data do not necessarily represent the
complex factors which may bear on the average CUNY student's success.
The main problem with the
administration's statistical argument is that
equally "compelling" correlations could be
made for "college enrollment" and "wearing socks." Just because successful college
students usually wear socks does not mean Granville Ganter is a doctoral student in
that cotton footwear insures high grades. In the Ph.D. Program in English and a frelike fashion, although no one is surprised to quent contributor to The Advocate.

nation find you to be mentally unfit to perform ... , you may be placed on a leave of
absence." In the face of this threat of dismissal, Mr. Guerre has undergone this second interview.
In her letter1o the psychiatrisntsketi to
conduct the interview, Dr. Stanley
Brodsky, Ms .. Johnson declares that Mr.
Guerre is "unable to function as an employee" because he is "irrational," "threatening to GSUC visitors," and "disruptive to
college business operations." The "visitors" to whom Ms. Johnson refers seem to
only include the man Mr. Guerre caught
removing his postings. Ms. Johnson brings
up several, rather minor incidents concerning Mr. Guerre's relations with fellow
GSUC me.mbers,in order to prove his irrationallly, such as Mr. Guerre's expression
of derision at wpat he considered-to be a
phony greeting given to him one day by a
fellow staff member: Ms. Johnson also
refers to Mr. Guerre's "surveillance of the
bulletin boards" on his day off in order to
catch the person defacing his posters as

improper, and explains this behavior as
connected to the "jungle senses" Mr.
Guerre "acquired while in Vietnam."
The sole ground upon which, Ms.
Johnson could legitimately base her claims
is her assertion that Mr. Guerre "pushed"
this man. The man himself, however, has
failed to press any charges, despite Mr.
Guerre's invitation to do so. In her letter,
Ms. Johnson fails to cite evidence for her
allegation, and she refused to comment
upon this when asked. But one staff member in the Purchasing office. Jack Williams, told the Advocate that Mr. Guerre
did not push this man. Mr. Guerre himself
states that, at most, he might have touched
the man lightly and very briefly with his
fingers to dissuade him from leaving the
Mall; he maintains no force was used.
What actually discouraged the man from
leaving, according to Brian. was the intervention of Security Supervisor Caligiuri.
Despite repeated attempts to contact him,
Mr. Caligiuri has been available for comment.

The Pending Gloom: Tuition Increase Expected

The editors deplor~ this attack against a
worker's job security. The administration
has no justifiable cause for forcing Brian to
undergo psychi~tric evaluation, and for
threatening him with a forced leave of absence. Since the administration has no basis for claiming Brian physically assaulted
this individual, they have no basis · for
claiming there is any threat to the community. The J>,S.X~ .~lla.luations.....ru:uL
judgements that Brian needs a therapeutic
leave of absence are an alarming use of
psychological jargon for social control.
Indeed Ms. Johnson's assertions rest upon
examples of Brian not acting according to
societal norms: lack of a friendly demeanor
and pestering security. Irrationality is
hardly an empirical category, and it is
interesting that in none of the documents
are examples of irrationality in his job performance brought up. It is very disturbing
that "Human Resources" would place
someone's job in jeopardy over such subjective and finally irrelevant assessments.
Indeed these assessments of, finally, his

character seem more in line with the way a
servant, rather than.an eleven year public
employee of a university would be treated.
Whether Brian was or was not reasonable
in how he responded to what he took to be
an attack upon his rights and person is irrelevant. The administration has failed to
demonstrate that Brian represents a threat
to the community, or that his alleged irra-

fromp.1
narily the budget would not be wrangled
over again until the spring, and usually
about this time rumors surface of what the
next fiscal budget will look like. Still,
Cuomo had to close the budget gap in order
to make a bid for the presidency, which
sped up the process.
_
President Horowitz called an emergency meeting on the afternoon of December 16 with students from the DSC and
chartered student organizations to inform
them of the potential budget cuts and arrange a last ditch effort at lobbying key
legislators so as to avert the cuts. Steve
Gordie.ti_ !}le legislative assistant to the
President~ strategy of targeting
five Republican state senators who are on
the finance committee, and 'therefore have
a key role in this process: Guy Vellela,
Christopher Mega, Roy Goodman, John
Marchi, and Frank Padavan. A training
session on lobbying technique was held on
the 17th with these same people. ViceChancellors Jay Hirshenson and Marcia
Keiz did not attend despite and earlier
commitment to appear. No other CUNY
campus has, to date, organized a similar
lobbying team involving an administration,
faculty and student collaborative effort.

Gorelick commented that," With relatively
short notice a group of 10 students showed
how it was possible to quickly mobilize
around the issue of the CUNY budget last
week. This was a very positive development and we view last week's small scale
mobilization ilS ..mep.l!mtiQn...fQr Jhe hard
work we 're going to have to do in the
Spring to fight the decimation of the City
University of New York. The president
looks forward to working with students,
faculty and staff to speak out loud and dear
on the CUNY budget."
Last week (ending 12/20) the Chancellors of CUNY, SUNY, and the President of
Cornell University came out with a joint
statement opposing budget cuts to higher
education, saying that the cuts "would
cause permanent and irreparable damage to
the quality of education, research and service at SUNY, CUNY and the State's independent colleges and universities." The
statement calls upon the state legislators
"to reject the proposed dissolution of the
State's co.mmitment to higher education."
Currently, the percent of state and local tax
revenues appropriated for higher education
by the New York State government ranks
47th amongst the 50 states in the union.

t

tionality prevents him from fulfilling his

job requirements, and tr~ts hiw_as an p_msider rather than an eleven year member of
this community. If Ms. Johnson feels he is
eccentric, he is certainly no more eccentric
than many tenured professors. If the administration is seriously concerned that he
might threaten "visitors" then they should
take seriously the complaints of members
of our community against the legendary
wandering hands of certain individuals. If
he is forced out of CUNY because of his
supposedly inappropriate social behavior,
who is the next in line? We especially condemo the use of psychiatric services in
such a punitive, coercive and threatening
manner.
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Free travel cash and excellent business experience. Openings available for
individuals or student organizations to promote the country's most successful
SPRING BREAK Tours. Call Inter Campus-Programs. 1-800-327-6013 (Gail
S1,1ll!van)

\

..

Best Value: Fine painting and wallpaper hanging, decorative painting, plaster

repair, and tiling. Call Jim at 718-237-5981.

Need to learn FRENCH? Native speaker from Graduate Center can help with
reading, speaking, preparing for exams. Flexible hours and locations. I also
have extensive experience in translation French/English. Call Chantal Combes
at 718-797-1306.
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Want to sell your books? Records? Looking for an apartment? Roommate?
Job? Publish your classified ads and personals in The Advocate. Call (212)
642-2852 or place in a labeled envelop and slip it under the door at SC 18.
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Image of the Month

Every step you take ... They'll be watching you: GSUC-surveillance camera.

